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A NOTE ON FEEBLY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

By Takashi Noiri 

In 1961. Z. Frolik [2] introduced the concept of feebly continuous func' 
tions. The definition is as follows: A surjective function 1: x • Y is said to 

be leebly contz"nuoμs [2] if for every subset B of Y. IntyCB)낯ø implies Intx 
[f-1CB)] ~ø. Recent1y S. P. Arya and Mamata Deb [1] have dropt the condition 

“ surjective" in this definition and have obtained several properties concerning 

the restriction and the composition of such functions. The following is the 
<definition due to S. P. Arya and Mamata Deb [1]. 

DEFINITION A function 1 : x • Y is said to be leebly cont쩌μous [1] if for each 

잉pen set V of Y, f-1(V)#￠ impIies Intx[f-I(V)] #￠. 
In the present note we shall deal with feebly continuous functions in the sense 

'of S. P. Arya and Mamata Deb, and shall continue the study of such functions. 

Throughout this note ClxCA) and IntxCA) w il1 denote the closure of A and the 

linterior of A in a topological space X. respectively. Spaces will always mean 
topological spaces. By 1: x • Y we shall denote a function 1 of a space X into a 

:space Y. 
In [1] • it is shown that the restriction of a feebly continuous function to a 

ùense subset is feebly continuous, but the condition “ dense" can not be replaced 
by “ open" or “ closed". 

THEOREM 1. Let f: X • Y be a leebly cont샤μoμs lunctz"on. 11 V Z"S an open set 

.01 Y. then the restriction 01 1 to I- 1CV) z"s leebly contz"nμoμs. 

PROOF By Iv : I- 1CV) • Y we shall denote the restriction of 1 to I- 1CV). Let 

,lj be any open set of Y such that l;lCU)~ø. Then unv is an open set of Y 

such that I-\unv)~ø. Since 1 is feebly continuous, we have Intx [f-lCunv)] 

낯ø and hence Intx [f;\U)] ~ø. Therefore. we obtain Intr 1(V) [fl감 CU)] ~ø. 
This implies that Iv is feebly continuous. 

THEOREM 2. Let 1: x • Y and g:Y• Z be two f，μnctz"ons. 
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1) If g 0 f is feebly continμoμs and g z's open 쩌ijective， then f is feebly 

contínuous. 

2) If g 0 f is feebly continνoμs and f z's open surjectz"ve, theη g z's feebly 

contz"nμoμs. 

PROOF. 1) Let V be any open set of Y such that f-1(V)*￠. Then we have 

(g 0 f) -\g(V)) = f-\V) :;t:Ø because g is injective. Since gof is feebly continuous‘ 

and g is open, we obtain Intx [j-1(V)] :;t:ø. This shows that f is feebly continuous. 

2) Let W be any open set of Z such that g-l(W) :;t:ø. Then we have (gof)-l 

(W};;얘 because f is surjective. Since g 0 f is feebly continuous and f is open. 
we obtain 

Ø:;t:f (lntx [(g 0 f)-l(W)] )CInty [g -1(ηT)]. 

This shows that g is feebly continuous. 

COROLLARY. Let f: X • Y be an open and feebly contz"nuous sμrjection. Then~ 

a function g:Y• Z z's feebly continuoμs zf and only if g 0 f z's feebly contz"nuous. 

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of [1, Theorem 2.6] and Theorem 

2. 

Let {Xal αε‘saf} and {Ya I αεsaf} be two families of spaces with the same set 

‘saf of indices. We shall simply denote the product space n {Xal αε.saf} and rr 
{Yα l αε‘.saf} by X and Y , respectively. Similarly to the case of continuous. 

functions, feebly continuous functions have the following property. 

THEOREM 3. Let f a : X a• Y a be a func tz"on for each αεsaf and f: X • Y a 

fμnctz"on defz'ned by f((xa)) = (fa(Xa)) for each point (xα)εX. TJ. e t, f z's feebly' 

contz"nμoμs zf and only zf fa is feebly contz"nuous for each αεsaf. 

PROOF. Necessity. Suppose that f is feebly continuous. Let α be an arbitrarily 

fixed index of ‘.saf. Let Pa : X • X a and qa: Y • Y a be the projections. Since f is 

feebly continuous and qa is continuous, qa 0 f is feebly continuous [1, Theorem 

2.7]. By the definition of f , we have fa 0 pa=qa o.κ Therefore, fa 0 Pa is feeblY 

continuous. Since Pa is open and surjective, by Theorem 2, fa is feebly continuous. 

Sufficiency. Suppose that fa is feebly continuous for each αε.saf. Let V be 

any basic open set in Y such that f- 1
(V) :;t:ø. Then, we can denote 
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where V rv. is an open set of Y rv. for each j (1 드j드n). It follows from f- 1(V) -:F 9 a, --- ----- .. ,- _J -

that f￡1(Vai)#￠ for each j (1르j를n). Since fa is feebly continuous for each αε쏘‘ 

we obtain IntXtU [f41(Vaj)] P얘 for each j (1든.f를n). Therefore, by using (3) 

of [3, p. 152] , we have 

Intx[f-1(V)] = .61Intxa [f강(Vain × 보Xa해· 
=! -, . a ,,=a, 

Now, Iet W be any open set in Y such that f-\W) -:F rþ. Then there exist a 

point xεf- 1(W) and a basic open set V x in Y such that f(x)εV xCW. Since 

f-l(V x) -:F rþ, we have Intx [f-l(V x)] -:F rþ and hence Intx [f- 1(W)] 낯!þ. 
This shows that f is feebly continuous. 
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